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Redshift in Production is a new Proteus VFX release. This demo shows some of
the effects we’re producing with Redshift. Redshift’s online Proteus Plug-in is
perfectly suited for creating cinematic visual effects. It includes over 100 presets
for materials, camera effects, particles and other features. Each preset fits one of
a number of basic scenes, such as car chase, arrival in a jet, police chase and
many more. Each individual effect can be easily modified to suit specific
requirements, resulting in customized cinematics with just a few mouse clicks.
Redshift comes with a collection of free particle presets. It can also be used
together with other Proteus plugins, such as the famous Pixel and Daisy Particle
Systems, for instance to create even more detailed effects. Redshift’s online
Proteus Plug-in is perfectly suited for creating cinematic visual effects. It
includes over 100 presets for materials, camera effects, particles and other
features. Each preset fits one of a number of basic scenes, such as car chase,
arrival in a jet, police chase and many more. Each individual effect can be easily
modified to suit specific requirements, resulting in customized cinematics with
just a few mouse clicks. Redshift comes with a collection of free particle presets.
It can also be used together with other Proteus plugins, such as the famous Pixel
and Daisy Particle Systems, for instance to create even more detailed effects.
The Redshift Download contains download links for the various versions of the
Plug-in for both Mac and Windows. Each version contains all Plug-in presets that
are included in the Demo version. Mac Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.7 Plug-in for
Proteus 1.0.6 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.5 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.4 Plug-in for
Proteus 1.0.3 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.2 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.1 Plug-in for
Proteus 1.0.0 Windows Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.7 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.6 Plug-
in for Proteus 1.0.5 Plug-in for Proteus 1.0.
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[09/27/16 - 09:38:11] [44] [27:20:09.072]. [09/27/16 - 09:38:11]. Prosteus VFX
Analysis and Validation Solutions for CGI, VFX and Animation from pre-
visualization to full production workflow. Now with Redshift rendering in

production, Proteus VFX is ready for CGI, VFX and animation post production
from pre to production workflow. [09/25/16 - 09:51:29.395] Proteus VFX at
95.0% [09/25/16 - 09:51:29.395] New Video Window Opened [09/25/16 -

09:51:29.421]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:30.121] New Video Window Opened
[09/25/16 - 09:51:30.199]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:31.165] New Video Window
Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:31.177]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:32.171] New Video

Window Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:32.183]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:33.171] New
Video Window Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:33.188]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:34.127]

New Video Window Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:34.139]. [09/25/16 -
09:51:35.131] New Video Window Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:35.139].

[09/25/16 - 09:51:36.130] New Video Window Opened [09/25/16 -
09:51:36.140]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:37.127] New Video Window Opened

[09/25/16 - 09:51:37.136]. [09/25/16 - 09:51:38.127] New Video Window
Opened [09/25/16 - 09:51:38.137] 3e33713323
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